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KANTANA AIR GUITAR
AMPLIFIER
PREMIUM TONE,
WIRELESS FREEDOM
Meet the Katana-Air, the world’s first
totally wireless guitar amplifier.
Featuring new cutting-edge wireless

guitar technology developed by BOSS, the Katana-Air gives you the freedom to jam and
practice without hassling with guitar cables. And with support for battery operation,
there’s no need to plug into AC either, so you can literally play anywhere!

GT-1000 GUITAR EFFECTS
PROCESSOR
INDUSTRY-LEADING
TONE WITH
BREAKTHROUGH BOSS
TECHNOLOGY
Delivering unmatched sound quality
and musical expression, the GT-

1000 ushers in a new era of performance in amp/effects processors. This premium tone
machine debuts the groundbreaking new AIRD (Augmented Impulse Response
Dynamics) technology, realized with decades of advanced BOSS research and
supported by an ultra-fast DSP engine, 32-bit AD/DA, 32-bit floating-point processing,
and 96 kHz sampling rate throughout.

JB-2 ANGRY DRIVE
BOSS AND JHS PEDALS JOIN FORCES
To celebrate the 40th anniversary of BOSS compact pedals, BOSS and
JHS Pedals have come together in a historic creative collaboration
between the two industry leaders. Housed in the classic BOSS compact
design, the JB-2 Angry Driver pairs the tones of the iconic BOSS BD-2
Blues Driver with JHS Pedals’ popular Angry Charlie. Working closely
together, the two pedal innovators have developed an all-new combined

circuit with refined sound and performance perfectly tuned for dual-mode drive
operation.
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AD-10 ACOUSTIC PREAMP
ADVANCED TONE TOOLS FOR
SERIOUS ACOUSTIC PLAYERS
Anyone who plays an amplified acoustic guitar on stage
knows what a challenge it is to get a sound that’s as
inspiring as playing the instrument acoustically. The AD-10 is

your solution to this age-old problem, offering advanced sound tools that enable you to
achieve rich, natural acoustic tones every time you perform. At its core, the AD-10 is a
fully featured, dual-channel acoustic preamp/DI pedal with premium audio quality, deep
sound-shaping options, and flexible connectivity. On top of that, ambience, chorus, and
delay effects are built in, eliminating the need to carry external sound processing.

KANTANA ARTIST GUITAR
AMPLIFIER

FLAGSHIP TONES, CRAFTED
FOR PRO PLAYERS
Katana amps have received worldwide
acclaim for their authentic tube tone and feel,
onboard BOSS effects, and exceptional value.
The flagship Katana-Artist combo takes
Katana performance to new heights, offering
all the latest series features along with
numerous refinements tailored for the needs

of professional players. Outfitted with a premium 12-inch Waza speaker, semi-closed
cabinet, newly retuned amp characters, and much more, the 100-watt Katana-Artist is a
powerhouse tone machine for all types of music, from blues, jazz, and country to the
heaviest rock styles.


